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Letter 304
That's Billion With A "B"
2014-12-27
Dear Dan,
Earlier this month I signed up to receive a weekly email from Rick Joyner of Morningstar
Ministries. On the 23rd I received the Hirst email of the subscription. One of the featured
articles was in memory of a Prophet by the name of Bob Jones, who died and went to
Heaven on 14 February 2014.
I had heard of Bob Jones over the years but for some reason the Lord never really exposed
me to any of his work. But after I discovered the Bethel Redding podcasts in July of this year
and downloaded some audio podcasts by Kris Vallaton, I learned quite a bit about Mr. Jones.
It became clear to me as I listened that Mr. Jones had visited Bethel Church a number of
times as Kris would tell stories of his relationship with Bob.
I learned even more from the article from Mr. Joyner. Please allow me to quote some of the
article the Lord wants highlighted in this memo to you; (the underlining and bolding of the
text are mine)
BOB JONES MEMORIAL CENTER
“Our spiritual father and dear friend to the ministry, Bob Jones, went home to be with the Lord
on February 14, 2014. MorningStar is honoring his life by restoring the historical “Tram Stop”
located right across from the main entrance of Heritage and calling it the Bob Jones Memorial
Center. Bob Jones walked past this building almost daily during his times of prayer and talking
to his Papa. This multi-purpose facility will serve to carry forward Bob’s vision of seeing the 1
billion soul harvest released on the earth today.

"

In 1975, the Lord told Bob Jones, “Prepare the people, for I am going to bring a billion souls
in one great harvest, and most of them are going to be youth.” In 1983, thirty-one years
before his death, he had another encounter where he saw his tombstone. From his death a
beautiful rose of Sharon would spring forth, symbolizing the body of Christ united in the Tirst
commandment. In 2014, the Lord spoke to Bob and Bonnie Jones that prayer, praise, and
prophecy would be instrumental in the fulTillment of Bob’s lasting vision.”
“Bob knew that he would live to see the beginning of this great harvest, and his passing is a
marker for us to get ready for a great worldwide ingathering.” — RICK JOYNER

"

“Bob was well-known for his remarkable love for Jesus and His Word – he devoured the Bible
for 40 years.” — MIKE BICKLE

"

“Every monumental turn that our lives have taken in those years have been marked by Bob’s
love and friendship.” — RAY HUGHES””
Dan, that’s what the Song Of PraiseTree is all about. That’s one of the primary reasons
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angel Gabriel is on earth here and now, and that is one of the main reasons God
restricted Satan to a 24’ sphere of sandy desert in the Sahara. This makes the job of
bringing this many people into salvation so much easier, and easier to accelerate the
building up of the faith of all the people.
Of course, I had no knowledge of Bob Jones’ visions or prophecies at all until I got this
email. I continue to be stationed in the Upper Room of the Caboose of the Prophecy Train,
inspecting the rest of the Cars by searching up and down the tracks in front of me with
binoculars for derailed trucks or smoking bearings.
But it also conHirms what I wrote earlier about angel Gabe going on about what a big
deal the Heart Of The Son at PraiseTree really is. Bigger than I could have possibly
imagined.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
P. S. This makes all the fucking bullshit, and the pain, worthwhile.
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